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I hope everyone had a brilliant Christmas and New Year but I imagine that most of you, like me, have already 

broken all of your New Year Resolutions. January without alcohol or potatoes is simply not possible for a 

human being, is it? However, a request – rather than tuck away in a drawer any unwanted Christmas presents 

(and we all get them don’t we), please remember that the branch is always looking for donations to our biannual

raffles, with the odd proviso maybe as even new gift wrapped Y- fronts might not be the most attractive prize!

Our first meeting of 2019 was a well attended photo evening and the “Frozen Fifteen” were treated to showings 

from five of our members covering the full spectrum of “man made things that fly” (but no drones thankfully) 

photographed at sites across 3 continents from Victoria Island in British Colombia to Malaysia and Japan, via 

the width of Europe and what people of a certain age called Asia Minor. From this viewing the entry standard to

our Photo Competition will be a high level indeed. Thanks to the photographers and everyone else for braving 

the temperature, although that little side room did get fairly cosy eventually albeit through body heat rather than

any radiator.

On the STN scene Arkia are at last using A321Neo on their services with both 4X-AGH and 4X-AGK visiting 

in December. Looking ahead Wow has announced that it is transferring its daily LGW flight to STN w.e.f. 

31MAR19 but this is not a significant gain to STN as the seasonal daily flights to STN will not be reinstated 

next summer; it has to be hoped Wow survive with the still planned injection of capital by Indigo Partners. Not 

much else to report other than MAG’s STN CEO stating that he is hopeful that there would be two new long 

haul routes commencing in 2019 (destinations in India and China are rumoured) along with another medium 

haul (an extra daily flight by EK maybe?). Fingers crossed these come to fruition and are more successful than 

Primera’s forays into long haul last year.

Last month STN accepted some of the aircraft diverted from Gatwick during the “drone” incidents 19/20/21st 

December, but nothing too exciting came STN’s way for our spotter/photographer members to see. I am sure all 

of us are aware that STN has not been without its own reports of drones being spotted by aircrew in the Stansted

Control Zone, so it goes without saying that if any of us do see anything suspicious – drone or otherwise – then 

please report it immediately to the airport police on 01245 491491 or simply ‘phone 999. 

At our January meeting it was agreed that the branch would buy a table at the Aerojumble being arranged by the

Ipswich Aviation Society at Gresham’s Club, Ipswich, on Sunday 10th March. Nigel kindly volunteered to 

manage the arrangements and also the branch liaison with the IAS; Gary is organising the transport logistics 

once our branch book store has been visited by Richard to ensure a good variety of publications are available for

sale. 

Anyone who actually read my Chat for December will be aware that our February meeting will feature, as 

always in recent years, our annual branch members’ Photographic Competition and our Quiz. Nigel has agreed 

to again arrange the Photo Comp and here is a reminder of the simple rules:

a. Up to a max of 6 photos per person, either flying shot or ground shot, and please renumber them as 1,2,3 etc

b. Must be in jpeg form. 

c. Must have been taken in the year 2018.

d. Every entrant must have attended 3 meetings in 2018 or more to qualify to enter.

e. Entries must be in to Nigel NO later than January 27th 2019 please.



Last year’s overall winner was Marius Gavra with this shot of a CAF Globemaster III

And a few of the non-winners, including 2 of my 6 unsuccessful entries!



 



As I somehow managed to win the Quiz last year – and I am still in a state of shock to be honest - I will be 

setting it this time around which I confess is a real shame to me personally as it means I cannot defend and 

retain the winner title but, worse still, I have to return the Prior Memorial Trophy that has been proudly 

displayed in my study. As a clue to some of the questions I will be asking, just let me say that I hope you were 

all paying attention to our guest speakers last year and you can also remember some of the notable events in the 

aviation world in the past 12 months! However, I can promise you that there will be lots questions that everyone

will be able answer correctly. 

So as a reminder, our Photo Comp and Quiz evening with be on Tuesday 5th February starting at 8:15pm, but the

hall will be open by 8:00 pm latest so please try to get there around then to help set up the hall. 

ALSO PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING ALONG A PEN/PENCIL TO MARK THE SCORE SHEETS!

Brian Richards

Air Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


